Trichology Service List
Consultation with Trichoscopy

Price
€

35

Duration
30 mins

Trichoscopy is the term coined for dermoscopic imaging of the scalp and hair. This technique is
non-invasive and is used to diagnose hair and scalp disorders. This is recommended prior to
advising on the course of treatment.

Steam Therapy plus Scalp Treatment

€

35

30-40 mins

Steam Therapy is the process of using moist heat to open the hair follicles and pores of the scalp
to allow better absorption of moisture. This treatment is perfect for dull / lifeless hair, detoxifies the
scalp and removes build ups.

Scalp Scrub for Flaky / Dry Scalp

€

35

45 mins

Scalp treatments to alleviate itchy, flaky and scaly scalp complaints, such as psoriasis, seborrheic
dermatitis and pityriasis amiantacea. This treatment provides therapeutic respite to the
symptoms of these types of conditions as well as improving the look and feel of the scalp.

Scrapping & Scrub for Flaky / Dry Scalp

€

35

This scalp treatment requires a scrapping procedure as well as a scrub.

45 mins
This treatment is

recommended to alleviate itchy, flaky and scaly scalp complaints, such as psoriasis, seborrheic
dermatitis and pityriasis amiantacea. This treatment provides therapeutic respite to the
symptoms of these types of conditions as well as improving the look and feel of the scalp.

Hair loss Treatment with Machines

€

35

45 mins

This method utilizes photons, which are sent into scalp tissues using radiation and absorbed by
weak cells in order to encourage hair growth. The procedure is non-invasive and non-chemical.
The benefits of using this treatment are increasing the length of hair cycle’s “growth” phase,
improving blood flow within the root of hair follicles, delivering nutrients to the scalp, strengthening
hair follicles.

Peeling with Natural Clay

€

35

60 mins

This treatment is a unique, patented salon treatment. It is applied by a professional trichologist
using natural clay resulting in one of the most effective salon treatments for improving blood
circulation, detoxifying the scalp from dead epidermis cells, reducing excessive sebum and also
preventing sebum accumulation. Other benefits include the reduction of dandruff/flakes,
increasing in hair volume, reducing hair loss and stimulating hair follicles for healthy growth. You
will experience the extended feeling of fresh hair and scalp. Your hair and scalp will be deeply
moisturized, regenerated and revitalized making the hair easier to comb, style and leaving it
looking and feeling healthy.

